Purpose

MOD RAINSNOW changes the temperature index to determine whether precipitation is rain or snow.

Format

Use Format B1 with no dates on the command card.

`.RAINSNOW [ FGROUP ]
identifier keyword dates [ / opname ]

where keyword is:

- RAIN or R
- SNOW or S

dates are the dates for which the keyword applies; valid forms are:

- a single date
- several dates separated by blanks or commas
- a range of dates in the form date-date (i.e., one field with a dash separating the beginning and ending dates)

Example

In this example precipitation is specified to be rain or snow for individual Segments and ranges of Segments for various time intervals.

`.RAINSNOW
GRNM5-NWUM5 R  111112
GRNM5-JDNM5 RAIN  1104-110506
MNKM5      S  111918  112024-1121